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Slavery and Anti-Slavery: Social, Political and Religious Change (1800-1860) Library of Congress Teaching with Primary Sources Program of the Collaborative for Educational Services http://EmergingAmerica.org/TPS Richard Cairn, Director, Emerging America Program Collaborative for Educational Services Primary Source Sets & Resources Created for Special Education in Institutional Settings (SEIS) Introduction: The Library of Congress holds thousands of the most important primary sources on slavery and opposition to it and has devoted extensive and thoughtful labor to bringing them to the public. (See also the CES Primary Source Set: “Civil War and Reconstruction.”) 1. Slavery and Anti-Slavery a. CES Primary Source Set Overview: A very few essential resources, due to the many excellent, relevant, and accessible resources already identified by the Library of Congress in its primary source sets and Web Guide (below).



Title: Stowage of the British slave ship Brookes under the regulated slave trade act of 1788. Created 1788. http://www.loc.gov/item/98504459/ Annotation: I f students have not seen this or similar diagram, it provides an essential piece of context.



Title: J ames Madison to Robert Walsh, November 27, 1819. http://www.loc.gov/item/mjm018651/ Annotation: In this letter, Madison explains compromises related to slavery in the Constitution, including introduction of the 3/5th Compromise in the apportionment of Congress. While not an easily accessible document, the letter lays out what the Constitution itself carefully avoided. (Madison explains that it was anti-slavery advocates who insisted the



word not appear in the Constitution.) Transcript is available on the page. (This letter also appears in the CES Constitution primary source set.)



Title: Interview with Fountain Hughes, formerly enslaved. http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.afc/afc9999001.9990a Annotation: R  ecorded in 1949. Hughes’ story is one of several from the American Memory collection: Voices from the Days of Slavery (http://memory.loc.gov/ammem/collections/voices/). Title: A  nthony Burns. 1855 http://www.loc.gov/item/2003689280/ Annotation: Burns was snatched by marshals in Boston and returned to slavery despite massive protests. Images portray all aspects of his life.



Title: E  mancipation. 1865. Thomas Nast. http://www.loc.gov/pictures/item/2004665360/ Annotation: Celebrates and depicts an optimistic future for freed slaves.



b. Library of Congress Primary Source Sets ■



“The Civil War: The Nation Moves Towards War, 1850-1861” http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/civil-w ar-approach/ ● Features dynamic political cartoons, images, and maps ● The map showing the distribution of slaves in the Southern States is a particularly vital and historic source. Lincoln kept a copy close.



■



“Abraham Lincoln: Rise to National Prominence” http://www.loc.gov/teachers/classroommaterials/primarysourcesets/lincoln / ● Features poetry, letters, images, speeches, electoral map, and campaign materials documenting Lincoln’s political life.
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c. Library of Congress Primary Source-Based Lesson Plans ■



”Slavery in the United States: Primary Sources and the Historical Record” – http://www.loc.gov/item/csas200907159/ ●



Includes several photos and documents in a gallery called “Slavery in the United States, 1790-1865,” under the “Procedure” section.



d. Other Primary Sources and Activities on Slavery at the Library of Congress ■



Exhibition: “African American Mosaic: Conflict of Abolition and Slavery” http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/african/afam007.html ●



■



Superb collection of primary sources, explained in context.



Web Guide: ”Slavery Resource Guide” http://www.loc.gov/rr/program/bib/slavery/ ●



■



The Civil Rights Act of 1964 - Prologue. http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/civil-rights-act/prologue.html ●



■



Features timelines, interpreted activities, and many primary sources from the vast number of sources on the subject. Browse all parts of this incredible resource: Digital Collections, Today in History, and Related Resources at the Library of Congress. Also external web sites.



Identifies and explains several vital primary sources on slavery, leading all the way to the 20th Century movement. Contrary to what the exhibit says, legal slavery did not entirely end in Massachusetts until passage of the Thirteenth Amendment in 1865.



“With Malice Toward None: The Abraham Lincoln Bicentennial Exhibition” http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/lincoln/the-new-lincoln.html ●



More resources on Lincoln, bridging his career before and during the Civil War.
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e. Other Notable Resources Radical Equality: 1842-1846 - Northampton Association of Education and Industry Primary source-based online exhibit on an abolitionist utopian community in Northampton, Massachusetts where Sojourner Truth launched her work as an abolitionist speaker. Most Northerners, including Lincoln, were anti-slavery, but not abolitionist. So this group was extraordinarily dedicated. Created by CES. http://radicalequality.emergingamerica.org/



Mum Bett/Elizabeth Freeman exhibit at the Massachusetts Court System website. In 1781, Freeman sued for her freedom under the new Massachusetts State Constitution and won. Also, see the case of Quock Walker. http://www.mass.gov/courts/court-info/sjc/edu-res-center/abolition/abolitio n-4-gen.html
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